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COMPLETED RESEARCH IN.
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, 

RECREATION, AND DANCE 
State University College at Brockport 
Brockport, New Y Qrk 

Joseph P. Winnick 

Institutional Representative 

ADAMS, Linda B. A comparative analysis of co@itive differences 
amoni female elite and nonelite hi@ school field hockey players 
and hiw school physical education class nonathletes. M.S. in Ed. 
1991; pp 87. (Dan Smith). 

The Empire State Games Western Scholastic Field Hockey Team 

(n = 14), a high school field hockey team (n = 15), and noriathletes in a 

high school physical education class (n = 9) were given a battery of 

tests and inventories to compare mental aspects such as abstract 

visual reasoning, concentration, sport-confidence, psychological skills 

relevant to exceptional performance, and competitive anxiety. 

Analyses included multivariate analysis of variance for each cognitive 

category, oneway univariate analysis of variance for each subtest 
I 

within a cognitive category, and a stepwise multiple regression 

technique to determine which tests made the greatest contribution to 

predicting group membership. Multiple analysis revealed that the 

elite group displayed significantly higher sport-confidence and selected 

psychological skills. Results of a stepwise multiple regression 

technique indicated that motivation, mental preparation, and team 

motivation accounted for 67% of the behavioral variance. A 

subsequent multivariate analysis within just the two field hockey 
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groups revealed that the top half of the elite group displayed 

significantly higher trait sport-confidence and motivation than the 

bottom half of the nonelite group. A stepwise multiple regression 

analysis found that motivation, trait sport-confidence, state sport

confidence, and sequencing of information accounted for 99% of the 

behavioral v�riance. The results of this investigation indicated that 

there are cognitive differences already significant at the high school 

level, and that these factors influence the development of perceived 
. � 

competence. 
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CHAPrERI 

INTRODUCTION 

Need and Significance 

In addition to being competent with the stick and ball during a 

game of field hockey is the desire and need to see play as it evolves, to 

anticipate and make appropriate decisions, and to feel confident that 

these decisions are correct. Field hockey is an open-skill sport of 

multiple inputs with changing time and space relationships among 

ball, stick, player, teammates, opponents, game conditions, game 

states, and game actions. Players must act, a11:d react, to these 

dynamic situations. 

Some players seem to possess an extra sense, a "game sense", that 

has them often in the right place at the right time doing the right 

thing. At the same time, however, there are others (who have been 

presented the same material) who never quite make the tr�nsition to a 

higher level of play. For the person teaching sport skills, it becomes 

increasingly clear that there is more than teaching the mechanics of a 

skill. 

During more than twenty years of teaching and coaching field 

hockey, the investigator often wondered if this ability to play at a 

higher level involved thinking at. a higher level. Were there differences 

in how players thought and what players though as they advanced up 

the playing continuum? If so, would that information alter the way 
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material should be presented or change a player's approach to the 

game? 

The investigator's opportunity to coach an elite group of high 

school field hockey players seemed an
. 
ideal chance to see what the 

cognitive differences might be. That elite group, an average high 

school field �ockey team, and an average physical education class were 

given a battery of cognitive tests. Results were assessed and 

compared. 
. . 

In the process of tJ¥s study, the investigator found that others have 

been intrigued about thinking and have found it to be a very 

COJllplicated process. Within the last thirty years, breakthroughs in 

split-brain studies, coqtributions of computers and artificial 

intelligence, �d studies of traits, cognitive processes, and knowledge 

have added to general theories of learning (Hunt & Lansman, 1982 ;  

Lo�n, 1989; Prawat, 1985). In addition, as many attempts have 

b.een made to investigaj:e competence in sport, the cognitive side. of 
I 

sport has taken on increasing importance. Perceptive decision-making 

in sport has evolved into a relatively new area called cognitive sport 

psychology. Straub and Williams (1984 )  state that: 

Cognitive sport psychology is the scientific study of the mental 
processes and memory structures of athletes in order to 
understand and enhance their individual and collective behaviors. 
According to this perspective, athletes are seen as active organisms 
who search, filter, selectively act on, reorganize, and create 
information. (p. 7) 
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Starkes (1987) also points out that: 

What had earlier been given credit for advantage in sport, such as 
quicker reaction time, depth perception, and peripheral vision, are 
now being joined by more cognitive aspects such as visual recall of 
structured information, use of advanced visual cues, and complex 
decision accuracy and speed. (pp. 146- 14 7) 

The study of individual differences in information processing has 

helped explain variation along another dimension. While some have . . ' 
·' 

focused on individual differences in memory and others on individual 

differences in.percept:ion, Hunt and ��sman (1982) have expQ.nded 

the notiori that individual differences in attentional capacity partially 

determine cognitive performance. They are especially concerned with 

conditions where people are forced to handle several tasks at opce. It 

seems to them that the. ability to shift and allot mental energy as 

needed is what partially deterznines cognitive performance. 

Studies of the eJite in. many activities, not just sport (Allard & 

Burnett, i985; Starkes, 1987), have �hown that the expert sees the 

situation differently, saves information differently (encodes in chunks), 

and adds to the knowledge base differently than the nonexpert. This 

ability has to do with <Jistinguishing the most appropriate choice and 

its relationship within the context of the situation (Glass & Holyoak, 

1986). 

While an. expert in an area may individually feel a mastery of the 

subject content, thee is another factor that can figure into confirmation 

of this ability. Bloom (1981), in discussing mastery, notes that: 
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mastery must be both a subjective recognition by the student of his 
competence and a public r�cognition by the school or society . . .  
Subjectively, the student must gain feelings of control over ideas 
and skill. He must come to realize that he 'knows' and can do what 
the subject requires . . .  If different forms of evaluation inform the 
student of mastery of the subject, he will come to believe in his own 
mastery and competence . . .  discovery that he. can· adequately cope 
with a variety of tasks and problems . . .  (p. 16 3) 

These outside sources could provide additional motivation. 

Attempts have been made to investigate competence in sport and 

how it develops. Studies have been designed to more fully understand 

the place of cognition and its relationship tO competence in sport. 
. 

. . 

Singer and Gerson (1981) categorized motor skills and identified 

potential learner strategies, Griffin and Keogh (1982 ) developed a 

model for movement confidence with its effect on movement skill 

development, Vealey (1986 )  developed a model for sport confidence, 

�d Thomas, French, and Humphries (1986 )  suggested the effect of a 

specific sport knowledge base on sport skill acquisition. Many of these 

studies have investigated the elite and nonelite in sport to help further 

define the cognitive advantage (Heyman, 1982 - the effect of 

performance history and selection; Highlen & Bennett, 1983 -

comparison between open- and closed-skill athletes on psychological 

skills and training; Mahoney & Avener, 1977- cognitive strategies and 

different methods of coping with stress; Mahoney, Gabriel, and 

Perkins, 1987 - assessment of psychological skills relevant to 

exceptional performance; Meyers, Cooke, Cullen, and Liles, 1979 - a 

- 4 -
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l 

replication of the Mahoney and Avener study with athletes from a 

differe�t sport). 

Purpose 

The purpose of this investigation was to describe cognitive 

differences among, and between, elite and nonelite high school female 

field hockey players apd female high school physical education class 

nonathletes. Competence has been defined as "the ability to make. 

appropriate de�sions for a particular sj.tuation at the appropriate 

time" (Arnold, 1988, pp. 12 9- 130 ). Since generally accepted differences 

between experts and novices include how they view information and 

how they handle information, this investigation looked a� four 

components of abstract visual reasoning: the order of information 

(series), the classification of information, the patterns of information 

(matrices), and the conditions of information (topology)'(Cattell', 1990). 

In addition, since attention and attention allocation could figure 

decisively in an open-skill sport. such as field hockey, the notion of 
' 

concentration was considered. This was done by means of an actual 

concentration grid exercise, and also within the framework of an 

inventory that has been devised to assess psychological skills that 

differentiate skill level. 

Finally, the contribution of confidence to competence in sport was 

examined, with sport-confidence "defined as the belief or degree of 

certainly individuals possess about their ability to be successful in 

sport" (V ealey, 1986, p. 2 22 ). Vealey has developed an interactional 
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sport-specific model of self-confidence in which sport-confidence is 

conceptualized into trait CSC-trait) and state CSC-state) components. A 

competitive orientation construct is also included in the model to 

account for individual differences in defining success in sport. 

Mahoney's inventory that contained the concentratio:o. them� was also 

used to look at the confidence theme and the Competitive State 

Anxiety Inventory{CSAI-2) examined pre-competition perceptions of 

challenge, threat, or both. Besides these instruments, team records 

were considered to confirm Heyman's (1982) suggestion that a very 

important relationship exists between the history of athletes and their 

later performance. 

Specifically, the investigation attempted to answer th� following 

questions: 

1. Based of the Culture Fair Intelligence Test (CFIT), what are 

the· differences among the elite and nonelite female field 

hockey players and nonathlete physical education class 
I 

students on the subtests which measure the four components 

of abstract visual reasoning (the order, classification, patterns 

and conditions of information)? 

2. As determined by the concentration grid exercise, what are the 

differences among the elite and nonelite female field hockey 

players and nonathlete physical education class students? 

3. What are the differences in trait sport-confidence scores, state 

sport-confidence scores, and competitive orientation scores on 



.. 

�' 

Vealey:s inventory and matrix among the elite and nonelite 

.female field hockey players and nonathlete physical education 

class students? · 

4. What are the differences in concentration and confidence 

scores on the Mahoney Psychological Skills Inventory for 

Sports among the elite and nonelite female field hockey 

players and nonathlete physical education class students? 

5. What are the common characteristics revealed in the Sport 

History Questionnaire for the individuals in the elite group in 

relation to: their early start in organized competition, their 

extensive background in a variety of sport experiences, and 

their belonging to a school field hockey team with better than a 

. 500 record? 

Delimitations 

The investigation was limited to the members of the Empire State 

Games We stem Scholastic Field Hockey Team. These mex;nbers of the 

selected group participated in the National High School Field Hockey 

Festival at Orlando, Florida during Thanksgiving week, 1991 and had 
. 

all but one of the tests administered at that time. 

Nonelite field hockey players were represented by members of the 

team which finished in fifth place (out of nine) in the Monroe County 

Field Hockey League. (Only one girl from this team had been selected 

to the Empire State Games squad and her scores were included with 

the elite scores. If any girl on this fifth place team had been selected to 
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First-Team All-County the pr�vious fall but did not try out for the 

Empire State. Games squad, she would have been ineligible for this 

investigation; ho�ever, ther� were none.) A control group was 

represented by members of a physical education class composed of 

junior and senior girls who·were not members of a school athletic team 

that year. 

Limitations 

The elite group was a static group not selected at random, but by a 

panel of experts ovet the course of a two-day tryout. All of the ori�nal 

16 regulars did not travel to the National High School Field Hockey 

Festival, so the elite group was represented by 13 original members 

and one alternate. All but one of the tests were given in Florida. The 

Mahoney test arrived three months after the trip, so it was mailed to 

each of the players to be filled out and returned as quickly as possible. 

Age could have been a factor, although the Empire State Games 

elite players could not be older than a senior in high school to qualify 
' I 

for the scholastic division; most players on the nonelite team would not 

make their varsity squad until their junior year in high school. 

The number of players in each group was fifteen or less, but this 

was determined by the limit for the elite squad. The nonelite group 

took the battery of tests after completion of its season. 

Some of the tests are not specifically designed for sport. There was 

difficulty finding a test to assess visual spatial reasoning for the high 
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school age subject and older; the Cattell Culture Fair Intelligence Test 

(CFIT)- measures abstract visual reasoning. 

Definitions 

Abstract visuaf reasoning: In Cattell's theory of intelligence, fluid 

abilities and crystallized abilities are two of tlie second-order factors of 

general intelligence. Fluid abilities include tests of memory span and 

spatial thinking. These abilities represent cognitive skills necessary 

for solving novel problems including nonverbal stimuli, with the 
. ' 

knowledge necessary to solve such problems less influenced by 

academic experience (Bjorklund, 1989). 

Elite: person with expertise in a particular activity (For the 

purpose of this investigation, elite will be used interchangeably with 

the term expert.) 

Open-skill sport: characterized by an ongoing changing 

environment "requiring adaptation to other individuals and to the 

motion of objects" (Yazdy-Ugav, 1988, p. 292). 

Game rules: what should and should not be done in a game. e.g.

In field hockey there are unique characteristics to help give it form: 

the ball-may only be hit With the flat side of the stick (there are only 

"right-handed sticks"), a player may not obstruct an opponent with 

either her body or stick (may not protect the ball), there are limits on 

lifting the ball. 

Game conditions: opportunities to respond presented by the game 

Game state: what is happening at the moment in a game 

- 9-
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Game actions: player reaction to game cop.ditions 

Concentration� the ability to sustain attention on selected stimuli 

for a period of time C:M:arten§, 1987) 

Sport-confidence: "the belief or degree of certainty individuals 

possess about their abillty to be successful in sport" (Vealey, 1986, 

p. 222). 

SC-trait: "the belief or degree of certainty individuals usually 

possess about their ability to be successful in sport" (Vealey, 1986, 

p: 223). 

SC-state: "the belief or degree of certainty individuals possess at 

one particular moment about their ability to be successful in sport" 

(Vealey, 1986, p. 223). 

Competitive orientation: "reflects an athlete's belief that 

attainment of a certain type of goal demonstrates competence and 

success (:performing well and winning were selected as the goals upon 

which competitive orientations are based) ... Through successful sport 
I 

experiences, athletes may become performance-oriented or outcome

oriented" (Vealey, 1986, p. 222-223). Competitive orientation would 

also imply an athlete's desire to beat other people and this would be 

more important than playing better than one had played in a previous 

game. 

Motivation: concerned with the intensity and direction of behavior 

(Martens, 1987) 
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�. .. 

Competitiye trait anxiety:· a tendency to perceive comp�titive 

situations as threatening and to respond to these situations with 

feelings of apprehension and tension (Martens, 1987) 

A-trait: is a personality disposition which is acquired through 

experience (Martens, 1987) 

A-state: is the level of reaction which occurs when confronted with 

threatening stimuli (Martens,. 1987) 

. 1 1· 



CHAPrERII 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The first section of this chapter will be a review of research about 

performance competence. The second section will review literature on 

studies tliat have used similar methodology as used in this 

investigation. The final section of this chapter will review literature 

that has employed similar treatment of data as used in this 

investigation. Some major sections have been subdivided for further 

clarity. The chapter concludes with a brief summary. 

Performance Competence 

EXPertise 
de Groot's (1966) now classic study on cognitive differences

between expert and novice chess players revealed that che�s masters 

have total recall for chess formations as long as they have meaning 

within the context of the game and chess pieces are not randomly 

placed. Research has continued to confirm these cognitive differences 

in, and across, a variety of domains. Expertise comes from "the 

possession of a large body of accessible and usable knowledge" (Chi, 

Glaser, and Rees, 1982, p.S). 

The experts' knowledge takes into account not only the physical 

properties (sUrface features) of a problem that the novices tend to focus 

- 12-
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on, but also th� laws or principles that apply to them. Experts seem to 

have explicit solution procedures that go beyond description and 

include action. In addition, experts seem to have explicit conditions for 

when specific.soluti.on procedures should apply. Meanwhile, experts 

also seem to find more implied meaning and relationships than novices 

do from the same stated problem. Experts seem to be able to better 

recall sequences of events, and these are often from a functional versus 

spatial viewpoint (Chi, Glaser, and Rees, 1982). 

Although expe:(ts and novices ha�� similar capacity to take in 

information, the experts qualitatively know what tp do with it. 

Additionally, there seems to be an accompanying competence which 

implies the appro}lriate use of information at the right time. In the 

area of teacher effectiveness, the notion of teacher competency is 

girded by the approach that "good teachers have a large repertoire of 

teaching skills and make wise decisions about when to employ these 

skills" (Jewett=& Bain, 1985, p. 213). 

Sport Expertise 

The idea of· expertise extends into the arena of sports as well. 

Starkes (1987) states: 

Recent studies have pointed out that skilled athletes do not 
necessarily possess superior nervous systems but have developed 
the same advanced forms of declarative [what to do] and 
procedural [how to do] knowledge as experts in other tasks 
(pp. 146-147). 
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.,. Allard and Burnett (1985) i?resented similar data to illustrate 

chunking and categorizing performance for sport experts. A 
. . 

comparable 5-second recall paracpgm as used by Chase and Simon 

(1973 a, b) with chess_ players was attempted with the open-skill sport 

of basketball. Varsity players recalled ,more ph�.yer positions correctly 

than did the intramural players, but only when recalling structured 

game positions. Allard and Burnett felt th�t: 

The 1�call task indicates. that expert basketball play�rs UJ)e the 
knowledge of the ·game in order to recall the briefly presented 
basltetball.play, and suggests :that basketball knowledge might 
well be organized in the· same sort of semantic network proposed 
for experts in skill domains that more obviously require cognitive 
involvement. (p. 300) 

In further studies, Allard and Burnett (1985) were able to show 

that basketball players chunk information into more meaningful units 

than the novices (as had happened with the chess players) and 

represent a problem by its deep structure rather than the novices' 

surface structure (as had happened with the chess pla�ers). These 
I 

investigators believe that this advanced store of sport-specific 

declarative and procedural knowledge is another indication of the 

cognitive aspect of sport. 

Starkes (1987) assessed a range of both perceptual and cognitive 

abilities within a group of expert field hockey players (the Canadian 

Women's Field Hockey Team), a university team, and a novice group. 

The perceptual tasks included reaction time and anticipation time 

while the cognitive tasks included the recall of st�ctured versus 
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unstructured game situations :and the use of advance cues in shot 

predic�on. She found that none of the perceptual tasks were 

significant in predicting skilled performers, "but that field hockey does 

have very definite structure and cognitive demands, and these do 

account in part for what makes an expert" (p. 158). 

Meaninif'ulness 

Giving meaningfulness to game rules, game conditions, game 

states, and game actions enhances the ability to add to the knowledge 

base.- By discussing the nature of the game or skill in an "if then ... " 

fashion, the vocabulary of the sport helps in the process of going from 

cognitive (verbal, action-consequence stage) to associative (memory

chain of actions stage) to automatic stages of motor learning (Glass & 

Holyoak, 1986). 

Attention to meaningfulness can be accomplished with the use of 

cues, rehearsal, and strategies. Especially if visual and spatial 

relationships are critical elements of the total performance, then they 
I 

need to be presented and considered at the same time as the other 

skills of the game. Thomas, French, and Humphries (1986) found that 

the development of cognitive skills and the knowledge base proceeds at 

a faster rate than the acquisition of sport skills. Children knew what 

was needed at a certain point in the game but their skills did not 

always allow them to perform what was needed at that point . 

• 15-
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Timini 
Timing seems to be an important componen� of competence, and it 

is especially important in successful motor performance. 

Overdorf (1990) emphasizes two di.stinct types of timing that play 

major roles in the successful performance of motor skills: internal and 

external timing. Internal timing involves the proper sequencing of 

movements between various body segments that contribute to the 

overall movement. Some sports require additional timing 

considerations as well.. These are in.open-skill sports, such as field 

hockey, which are characterized by performance in a changing, 

varying, moving environment. Here, internal timing is joined by 

performance of the movement in the right place at the right time 

relevant to the movement in the environment. One aspect associated 

with external timing is the ability to cognitively anticipate future 

movements in the environment and recognize the "best" timing. The 

process of predicting spatial and temporal changes is known as 

anticipation. Overdorf (1990) states: 

People sometimes equate anticipation with guessing and 
consequently believe anticipatory behavior cannot be trained. 
However, if one understands. that anticipation is. pr�dicated by 
using present information,· comparing it to past information, to 
predi� the near. future, then it is clear that anticipation is 
trainable. With this reruization, it becomes obvious that we must 
teach our open skill athletes to have-their movements match, in 
time and space, the ever-changing events in the environment. To 
overcome their inherent time lags, performers must mobilize their 
systemtrprior to an object's arriyal. T):le more accurate the 
prediction, the greater their success in open skill sports. 
(pp. 68-69� 
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Anticipation can be done by determining" the probability that an 

event will occur so that the number of alternatives to be monitored can 

be reduced. By developing "anticipatory schemata", players come to 

know which of the many events jn a. situation ar� likely to occur. 

Timing is an important aspect in the hierarchy of psychomotor 

task classification. Singer and Gerson's (1981) model of motor 

behavior reflects a heavy emphasis on cognitive processes as 

descriptions of task components and pacing conditions help to 

contribute to the meamngfulness otthe classification schema. 

Vickers (1986) found that as the novice makes the transition to 

expert, there is an accompanying performer's understanding of the 

temporal organization of a complex movement sequence. When she 

introduced a task called a "restructuring task", she found skill level to 

be an important factor in the ability to resequence performance. 

Experts appeared to pick up movement information differently than 

the novices so that they were able to rearrange randomly-ordered 
I 

photographs of a skilled performance into the corr·ect order quicker and 

with less errors. 

Aronld (1988), in discussing rational planning of the movement 

curriculum by objectives, notes the importance of contextual objectives 
in addition to the prerequisite skill objectives: 

Contextual objectives are not so much to do with the acquisition of 
basic skills in isolation but with their intelligent employment in a 
given context . .. What is required is not a routinized or habitual 
response but a perceptive and intelligent one ... contextual 
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objectives can be seen as various forms of skilled ability which can, 
in some degree, be planned for and discriminately implemented in 
terms ofmoves, tactics, ploys and strategie�,'all of which 
pre�uppose a mastery of prerequisite skills. All of this can be 
taught on the basis of: 'given this situation these responses are 
often appropriate' . . .  Such situations as these occur in all sports 
and can, within limits, be planned for and practiced. Competence 
i!? measured in terms of the.ability to perforiJ?. them in the 
appropriate circumstances at the right time. (pp. 129-130) 

Attention - Concentration 

Much research has be.en conducted on the manner in which 

humans take in, think about, and respond to information. An 

infQrmation-processing (IP) model assum�s that several mental 

operations, called processing stages, occur between the onset of a 

stimulus and person's response. Presenting a stimulus initiates a 

sequence of processing stages, with each stage operating on the 

information available to it. The processes include: anticipating, 

identifying, categorizing, reviewing, storing, and retrieving. The 

components of the model include: stimuli, sense organs, filter 

(attention), perception, short-term memory (STM), long-term memory 

(LTM), decision-making, motor programs, muscles, internal feedback, 

and external feedback. For each of these components, learned and 

skilled performers differ (Anshel, 1990) 

According to Martens (1987): 

Attention is a cognitive process whereby a person directs and 
maintains awareness of stimuli detected by the senses. Attention 
is influenced by the person's level of alertness and capacity to 
process the incoming information. (p. 138) 
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In addition to many external factors that compete for a person's 

attention (i.e. loud, large, novel, or moving stimuli), there are internal 

factors that influence attention as well (interest, mind set, and the 

ability to screen out irrelevant stimuli). When referring specifically to 

athletes, Martens suggests guidelines for improving attention 

selectivity. 11Us includes focusing on task factors such as form and 

execution rather than on the score or pending outcome. 

The changing na�ure of conditio:n� in athletics puts a premium on 

the ability t;c;· shift and focus attention. "Concentration is the ability to 

sustai� attentibn on selected stimuli for a period of time. 

Concentration is not improved by forcing the mid to attend. but by 

clearing the mind of distractors and becoming absorbed in the here and ·, 

now." (Martens, 1987, p. 150) 

Confidence 
Greater attentional focusing and self-confidence are two factors 

that have consistently been found to be important variables related to 

athletic success (Gould, Weiss, and Weinberg, 1981; Highlen & 

Bennett, 1979; Highlen & Bennett, 1983; Mahoney & Avener, 1977; 

Meyers, Cooke, Cullen, and Liles, 1979). 

Griffin and Keogh (1982) have developed a model for movement 

confidence that views confidence as an individual feeling of adequacy 
. 

in a movement situation. They emphasized that movement confidence 

involves a cognitive evaluapon of self in relation to task demands. The 

basic proposition in their model is that movement confidence is a 
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mediator in the processing of information rel,?t�d to mQvement 

performance. An important determinant of movement performance 

adequacy is at�ntion in term� of load and attention. 

Vealey (1986) developed an interactional, sport-specific model of 

self-confidence in which sport-confidence is conceptualized into trait 

(SC-tr�t) and state (SC-state) components. A competitive orientation 

construct was also included in the model to account for individual 

differences in defining success in sport. 

According to Veaiey: 

The model is based on an interactional paradigql in which the 
in4iVidwU difference constl"\lcts of SC-t"c¢t and competitive 
orientation interact with the objective sport situation to produce 
f?C-state. SC-state is predicted to be the most important mediator 
of behavior as it is based on the mutual influence of situational ·• 

factors and individual differences. (pp. 223-224) 

She goes on to point out that: 

The key finding of the investigation was that high SC-trait 
performance-oriented athletes were significantly higher in SC
state.than all other groups. ·This finding suggests that the 
interaction of athletes' individual definitions of success• with 
perception of their ability is related to their self-confidence when 
competing. (p. 239) 

Heyman's (1982) data reanalysis_ on comparisons of successful and 

unsuccessful competitors clearly suggests that very important 

relationships exist between the history and selection of athletes and 

their later performance. He contends that, "athletes who are 

successful throughout the season could be expected to be less anxious 

about competition and should be more self-confident. It could be 
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argued that success positively reinforces thoughts about the sport" 

(p. 299)� His reanalysis supports the view that ·comparisons of 

successful and unsuccessful competitors should include examinations 

of multiple·variables, not just isolated. psychological events that predict 

performance and whose alteration will dramatically change 

performance. 

Bloom ( 1981) speaks about confidence when discussing master: 

At a deeper level is the student's seU'-concept. Each person 
searches for positive recognition of his worth al}d he comes to view 
himself as adequate in those areas where he receives assurance of 
his compet�nce or success. For a. student to view himself in a 
positive way, he must be given many opportunities to be rewarded. 
Mastery ;;tnd ite public recognition p.rovide the necessary 
reassurance and reinforcement to help the student view himself as 
adequate. (p. 173) 

Other Studies Using Similar Methods 

Expert/Noyice Studies 

Alexander and.Judy (1988) l.lsed a meta-analysis of expert/novice 

studies to explore the interaction of domain-specific and strategic 

knowledge and their relationship to academic performance. Although 

their investigation focused en studies that centered on school-related 

domains such as science and mathematics, they brought up some 

concerns that were relevant to this investigation. 

They tiiscovered that in many of the expert/novice studies 

analyzed, the subjects employed were college age or older; and they 

noted the need for investigations which would add to an understanding 
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of ememi,n(C relationships, such as that of children developing 

competencies. In addition, they found the terminology used to describe 

subjects was often ill-defined, and that comparisons between 

individuals or groups who had "been labeled by s.uch..diverse 

termihology (expert, novice, postnovice, advanced novice, naive, skilled, 

unskilled, and nonexpert expert) might be misleading. 

In sport, there are many levels of expertise. May studies deal with 

differences among athletes within the same sport or with differences 
. . . 

among athletes between/among differentt sports. These studies cover a 

wide range of levels of skills. Many studies investigating elite athletes 

involve Olympic, nationally·ranked, or Division I collegiate athletes. 

Mahoney, Gabriel, ancl Perkins (1987) administered a questionnaire to 

a national sample of 713 male and female athletes from 23 sports. The 

athlete sample comprised 126 elite competitors, 141 preelite athletes, 

and 446 nonelite collegiate athletes. For their purposes, elite athletes 

were identified through records 'kept by the national governing bodies 
I 

(NGB) or their equivalent in 17 sports. Elite was defined as athletes 

who placed fourth or above in the national championships or most 

recent Olympic or world championship in that sport. Preelite athletes 

were also designated by the NGBs, and the majority included athletes 

attending speci� training camps or junior national championships 

when tested for the study. Even the nonelite for the study belonged to 

major university athletic teams. By contrast, Thomas, French, and 

Humphries' (1986) study on knowledge development and performance 
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involved comparisons of expert and novice basketball players from two 

age groups: S,. to 10-year-olds and 11- to 12-year-olds. In each 

investigation, differences were noted for the levels determined by the 

researchers. Whatever the range of skill, noting similarities and 

differences between and among individuals and groups should help 

better define where the advantage lies. 

Intelli�ence Tests 
Personality and intelligence tests are often given to a group of 

subjects to predict achievement or tO help explain differences. The 

Culture Fair Intelligence Test (Cattell's Test of"g") has been given 

with the High School Personality Questionnaire to predict school 

achievement (Barton, Dielman, and Cattell, 1972), and there seems to 

be a gerieral concept of achievement consistently related to a set of 

personality and intelligence measures over all four achievement areas 

of math, science, social studies, and reading. 

Personality and IQ measures have been used to compare 
I 

differences among athletes from different sports (Salokum & Toriola, 

1985) or to investigate the personality profiles of different levels of 

players within the same. sport (Williams & Parkin, 1980 ). The 

personality factor B (intelligence) on the Cattell Sixteen Personality 

Factor Questionnaire has emerged on studies involving athletes from 

different sports (Kroll & Peterson, 1965 - collegiate football; Williams, 

1975-rowers; Williams & Parkin, 1980 - fi�ld hockey). Williams and 

Parkin (1980) note that although their study: 
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was limited by the use of a test not specifically designed for the 
hockey situation, the findings supported the view that the 
psychological dimension is certainly worth studying to reach a 
more complete underatanding of characteristics of sport 
participants. (p. 119) 

Psychological Factors and CoEJlitive Strategies 

Many of the studies on elite and nonelite athletes have involved 
J 

the testing of psychological factors and cognitive strategies. Some 

studies have concentl'atep on differences between one specific sport: 

male gymnasts (Mahoney.&. Avener, 1977), racquetball players 

(Meyers, Cooke, Cullen, and Liles, 1979), field hockey (Williams & 

Parkin, 1980). Others have compared differences between two sports 

(Highlen & Bennett, 1983 - elite divers and wrestlers) or among a 

number of different sports (Mahoney, Gabriel, and Perkins, 1987- 23 

sports). Results and discussions have dealt with gender differences in 

general, differences between male and female elite athletes, differences 

between open- and closed-skill sport athletes, records of teams' past 

performances, and a host of other factors which have distinguished 

qualifiers from nonqualifiers within !illd between each sport type. 

Highlen and Bennett's (1983) study confirmed the collective literature's 

suggestion that self-confidence and concentration are two factors that 

differentiate all successful from nonsuccessful elite athletes . 
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Confidence 

Until recently, self-confidence in sport ability has been associated 

with physical.self-.conce:gt or perceived competence. Vealey (1986) 

introduced an inter�ctional, sport-specific !llodel of self-confidence and 

developed three instruments to measure the three components of her 

model. In her initial· work on sport con.fide:pce, Vealey proposed that a 

performance orientation was associated with greater control and 

confidence and thus greater athletic success. 

Gill (1986) developed a spot:t-specific, multi-dimensional measure 

of achievement orientation known as the Sport Orientation 

Questionnaire (SOQ). Gill and Dzewaltowski (1988) used the Vealey 

Competitive Orientation Inventory (COl) as part of their exploratory 

i:nv�stigation of competitive orientation of collegiate athletes and 

nonathletes and found that when specifically co:psidering the relative 

emphasis on outcome and performance (COl scores), athl�tes place 

more emphasis on performance and less on outcome than do 
I 

nonathletes. Athletes do strive to win in competition, as reflected by 

their higher SOQ win orientation scores, but in terms of relative 

competitive orientation they place more emphasis on performance and 

less on outcome than do nonathletes. 

The initial work of these investigators suggests that s:Port-specific 

achievement measures and constructs will provide greater insight into 

sport achievement an� competitive behavior than is possible with more 

global achievement approaches (Gill & Dzewaltowski, 1988). 
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Sport Anxiety 

Martens developed a model for sport anxiety to help explain the 

relationship between anxiety and performance. The trait component of 

the model addressed' the tendency of an athlete -to perceive competitive 

situations as threatening and to respond to these situations with 

feelings of apprehension and tension. The state component of the 

model addressed the level of reaction which.occurs to precompetitive 
. • t 

perceptions of Challenge, threat, or both. In the process of developing a 

sport-specific inventory that measured the cognitive and somatic 

aspects of A-state, Martens, Burton, Vealey, Bump, and Smith (1990) 

found that cognitive A-state could be split into two separate 

components: cognitive A-state and state self-confidence. Further 

investigations revealed that these components are affected by 

individual (skill level, gender) and situational (sport type, til1le near 

competition) factors. 

Treatment of the Data 

Chapman (1980), in het investigation of the prediction of success in 

women's field hockey, employed a one-way analysis of variance to 

assess differences between groups of players according to their playing 

positions. The Scheffe post hoc test was applied when a significant F 

ratio indicated that differences existed. 
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In the Highlen and Bennett (19 83 ) investigation on elite divers and 

wrestlers and the comparison between open- and closed-skill athletes, 

both discriminate function analyses and t-tests were conducted in 

order to identify qualifiers from nonqualifiers. However, the authors 

were also interested in characteristics of the entire sample. Therefore, 

items that did not differentiate qualifiers from nonqualifiers in either 

discriminate analysis or t-tests provided the basis for descriptive data 

on the entire group of elite athletes. 

In a study by Sluikeshaft (19 71); �eans and standard deviations 

were computed from raw scores for each of the following groups: 

teachers of normal children, teachers of exceptional children, and 

teachers for emotional disturbed children. An independent t-test was 

computed for·each of the sixteen personality traits to test the null 

hypothesis that there were no differences betw-een group means of the 

96 teachers of exceptional children and the 3 7  teachers of normal 

children. A one-way analysis of variance was employed to determine 
I 

whether groups of children on selected disabilities differed significantly 

on any of the sixteen personality traits. The Student Newman-Keuls 

procedure was used for all post hoc analyses. The .05 level of 

significance was established for all statistical analyses. 

Mahoney and Avener's (19 77) exploratory study on the psychology 

of the elite athlete used their final competitive grouping as the 

dependent variable and correlations were performed to assess the 

relationship between some of the psychological aspects of the elite male 
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American gymnast and superior athletic performance. Starkes ( 1987) 

used a one-way analysis of groups (national, varsity, novice) for each 

dependent measure in her field hockey study on cognitive differences. 

Summary 

There is a history of studies investigating the differences between 

the elite and nonelite (experts and novices) on a wide range of subjects. 

These investigations have extended into the area of sport, and more 
. . 

recently into the cognitive advantage in sport. 

Gould and Greenawalt (1981) have urged a liaison between the 

technical experts of specific sports and sport scientists that goes 

beyond the collection of information for statistical purposes. 

The methodological perspectives of one field have helped to enlarge 
and inform the content of the other . . .  team games are phenomena 
that a number of scientific perspectives can illuminate, and we 
would urge, out of our own direct experience, that cross
disciplinary approaches be explored much further. (pp. 2 83-2 84 )  
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CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES 

Introduction 

The purpose of this investigation was to describe cognitive 

differences among elite and nonelite female-field hockey players and 

nonathletes in a pllysical education class on a variety of measures. 

These measures included: abstract visual reasoning, concentration, 

trait sport-confidence, state ·sport-confidence, competitive orientation, 

psychological skills relevant to exceptional performance, and 

competitive 'anxiety. 

The first section of this chapter discusses the instruments used for 

data collection. The second section discusses the subjects used for this 

investigation. The final section discusses the procedures for collection 

of the data. 

Instruments for Data Collection 

Culture Fair Intelli�nce Test 

The Culture Fair Intelligence Test (CFIT), also known as the 

Cattell Test of "g", is a nonverbal measure of an individual's 

intelligence. Cattell and Cattell ( 1990 ) state that: 

The Culture Fair was designed to measure fluid ability which 
involves basic skills that are less easily influenced by training and 
experience - the ability to understand relationships, to classify 
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objects and thoughts, and to deduce and apply basic principles - in 
short, raw �easoning power. (Bulletin) 

The Culture Fair Intelligence Test - Level 2,  Form A was used to 

test for abstract visual reasoning of the elite and nonelite female field 

hockey players and the physical education class nonath.letes. 

Reliability of the Culture Fair Test: Scale 2 (Short Form A) is .76 for 

consistency over items while concept validity is .81. Level 3 (Short 

Form A) was also administered in case further differentiation was 

needed. Level 3 (Short Form A) is . 7 4 for consistency over items while 

concept validity is .85 (Cattell and Cattell, 1990) .  

Participants of the test receive their own question booklet, a 

separate answer sheet, and a pencil. The person who administers the 

test reads the directions for each part of the test verbatim from an 

instruction booklet. 

The CFIT - Level 2, Form A consists of: Test 1 (Series) - 12 items 

with 3 miriutes of time allotted, Test 2 (Classifications) - 14 items with 

4 minutes of time allotted, Test 3 (Matrices) - 12 items with 3 minutes 
I 

of time allotted, and Test 4 (Conditions or Topology) - 8 items with 2 

112 minutes of time allotted. The total time of this test is 12 112 

minutes. 

The CFIT - Level 3,  Form A consists of: Test 1 (Series) - 13 items 

with 3 minutes of time allotted, Test 2 (Classifications) - 14 items with 

4 minutes of time allotted, Test 3 (Matrices) - 13 items with 3 minutes 

of time allotted, and Test 4 (Conditions or Topology) - 10 items with 
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2 1/2 minutes of time allotted. The total time of this test is 12 1/2 

minute�. 

Directions and examples are' given for each of the tests. A total 

score for the CFIT can be recorded, as well as separate scores for each 

of the four components-of abstract visual reasoning. 

Concentration Tests 

Concentration Grid: Concentration of all three groups was tested via 

an actual concentration exercise (no reliability or validity available). 

As part of the American Coaching Effectiveness ·Program, this exercise 

in the Sports Psychology Workbook (Bump, 1989) helps evaluate a 

person's current ability to concentrate or sustain attention. Although 

the results of this exercise have not been pteviously used in any other 

studies, the investigator noticed a correlation between scores on this 

grid and skill level for her own high school field hockey team. 

Each subject is given the concentration gird face down. Starting on 

the signal "Go!", the paper is turned over and then the subject finds 
I 

"00" on the grid, puts a mark through it with a pencil, and proceeds to 

mark as many consecutive numbers as possible in the one-minute time 

limit. The grid consists of numbers from 00 to 99 which have been 

randomly placed on a grid of 100 squares. 

The score is determined by checking to see that the marks are in 

consecutive order and that no number is skipped. If an error is 

discovered, that number is not counted and the total number of errors 
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is deducted from the original score. The original score is the highest 

number with a mark through it. (See Appendix A) 

Mahoney's Psycholo�cal Skills Inventory for Sports <PSIS-5): The 

Mahoney Psychological Skills Inventory for Sports is a 45-item 

inventory used to assess themes of concentration, anxiety 

management, self-confidence, mental preparation, and motivation as a 

means of skill level differentiation. The themes of concentration and 

self-confidence were of particular interest. Internal consistency is 

found to be moderately respectable (Spearman-Brown coefficient = .72, 

Guttmen (Rulon) coefficient = . 70, coefficient alpha for ali items = .64; 

from Mahoney, M.J. (1989). The instrument is still experimental and 

there are no authorized group norms (national or international). 

The Inventory consists of statements which deal with various 

aspects of athletic performance and competition. Each subject rates 

each statement according to how well it describes her own personal 

experience; from strongly disagree to strongly agree. 

Sport Confidence 

An interactional, sport-specific model of self-confidence was 

developed in which sport-confidence was conceptualized into trait 

(SC-tr�t) and state (SC-state) components. A competitive orientation 

construct was also included in the model to account for individual 

differences in defining success in sport (V ealey, 1986). Instruments for 

each component of the model were developed and validated. All three 
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instruments demonstrated adequate item discriminat�on, internal 

consistency, test-retest reliability, content validity, and concurrent 

validity (Vealey, 1986). 

The Trait Sport-Confidence Inventory or TSCI consists of 13 items 

placed into an inventory format using a 9-point Likert scale. Subjects 

are asked to compare their confidence to the most confident athlete 

they know when responding to each item (comparison to a highly 

confident athlete anchored the top of the scale at a level the subjects 
. . 

would perceive as being very high) (Vealey, 1986). The State Sport-

Confidence Inventory or SSCI follows a similar format, with the 

distinction being made that trait is how a person generally feels about 

performing successfully in competition and that state is how a person 

feels right now about performing successfully in the upcoming 

competition. 

The distinguishing feature of the Competitive Orientation 

Inventory or cor is that it requires subjects to weigh both performance 
I 

and outcome simultaneously. According to Vealey (1988): 

The cor uses a matrix format that contains 16 cells representing 
different situations in sport. Each cell represents a situation that 
combines a certain level of performance with a certain outcome. 
This matrix format forces subjects to weigh the value of both goals 
simultaneously. Subjects complete the inventory by assigning a 
number from 0 � 10 for each cell that repres�nts how satisfied 
they would feel in that situation. Scoring the COI involves 
computing the proportion of the variance that is based on different 
outcomes (outcome score) and the proportion of the variance that is 
based on differences in performance (performance score). Thus, 
the outcome score represents how much the athletes' feelings of 

. 
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satisfaction vary based on whether they win or lose, and the 
performan�e score represents how much athletes' feelings of 
satisfaction vary based on whether they perform well or poorly. 
(p. 472) 

Complete Anxiety in Sport 'fests 

Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2: CSAI-2 is a sport-specific 

measure of multidimensional A-state which contains nine-item 

subscales of cognitive A-state, somatic A-state, and state self

confidence .. Internal consistency for each of th� CSAI-2 subscalef? is 

sufficiently high with alpha coefficients ranging from .79 to .90. 

Correlational values are concurrent with four A-trait inventories and 

four A-state inventories to infer concurrent validity of the CSAI-2.  

Anti-social desirability instructions are given when administering the 

CSAI-2 to help reduce response bias (Martens, Burtol}., Vealey, Bump, 

and Smith, 1990). 

The SCAT inventory was given the night before the first day of 

competition. The CSAI-2 inventory was given within· thirty minutes of 
I 

actual competition on two separate occasions. There were total scores 

for each of the CSAI-2 subscales and a total score for SCAT. 

Sport Historv Questionnaire 

The investigator devised a Sport History Questionnaire to gather 

information about the subjects' sport experience in general and field 

hockey experience in particular. Questions included: number of 

seasons playing field hockey and at what level, record of their high 
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school field hockey team for the past three seasons, whether field 

hockey camps were attended, whether they were involved in any other 

sport, at what age they first became involved in organized sport, and 

whether they had been selected to a select/travel team in any sport. 

Subjects 

Elite Subjects 

The elite subjects in this investigation were 13 (of the original 16 ) 

regulars and one (of the original four ) alternate (s ) who had been 

selected to the Empire State Games Western Scholastic Field Hockey 

Team. These members of the selected group participated in the 

National High School Field Hockey Festival at Orlando, Florida during 

the Thanksgiving week, 199 1 and had all but one of the tests 

administered at that time. 

Nonelite Subjects 

The nonelite subjects in this investigation were all me�bers of the 

team which finished in fifth place (out of nine) in the Monroe County 

Field Hockey League. Fifteen members of this team were able to 

attend a team meeting four months following the conclusion of their 

season, and the entire battery of tests was given to them at this time. 

Nonatblete Group 

The nonathlete group was a physical education class composed of 

junior and senior girls from the high school where the investigator 
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coaches. Although all the girls in the class took the battery of tests, 

the only scores used were those of girls not members of a school 

athletic team this year (as determined by the absence of their names 

on a mandatory sport physical list kept on file in the Athletic Director's 

office). 

Subjects' Rankinfl 

Both coaches of the Empire State Games elite group, the coach of 

the nonelite group, and the physical education teacher of the 

nonathlete group were all asked to rank their players. This ranking 

was a subjective one based on the rater's perception of each player's 

general ability to play in a game situation. The players were ranked as 

belonging in the top or bottom half of the group they belonged to. The 

purpose of the ranking was to allow for comparisons within groups as 

well as among groups. (See Appendix B) 

Procedures for Collecting Data 

Elite Group 

The elite group took the battery of tests during the course of the 

National High School Field Hockey Festival (with the exception of the 

Mahoney Inventory). 

The CFIT - Level 2, Form A was given the night before the first 

day of competition during a team meeting in the dormitory. Each 

player received her own question booklet, a separate answer sheet, and 
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,a pencil. The other coach administered the test. Answer sheets were 

hand-scored. Further analysis was done by computer. 

The concenttation exercise was given after the group finished the 

CFIT - Level 2, Form A. Answer sheets were checked for errors and 

hand-scored. Next, Vealey's TSCI was administered, with the 

distinction being made that "trait" means how you generally feel about 

sport (with field hockey being the particular sport). After the TSCI 

was completed, Vealey's COI was handed out. -Each girl read the 

directions and then the investigator· further explained the matrix 

format. Subjects were given until the conclusion of the Festival to 

return the CO!. The TSCI was hand-scored and a final score for each 

subject was recorded. A final COI score was recorded after analysis by 

computer. The last test given at this time was the SCAT test. The 

SCAT test was hand-scored .and a final score for each subject was 

recorded.· (See Appendixes C, D, E)  

Vealey's SSCI was given to the subjects as they arrived at the field 
I 

thirty minutes prior to competition. This was done on two separate 

occasions: before the first game of the entire competition and before 

the third game of the competition (which was the first game on day 

two). The distinction was made that "state" means how you feel right 

now about sport (with field hocke_y being the particular sport). The 

CSAI-2 test was administered at these same times after the anti-social 

desirability instructions were given. Results were hand-scored and 

recorded for each subject. (See Appendixes F, G) 
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The CFIT • Level 3,  Form A was administered to the subjects in 

the dormitory after completion of �umaptent play and on their final 

night at the Festival. Answer sheets were hand-scored. Further 

analysis was done by computer. 

The Sport History Questionnaire was handed out at the beginning 

of the Festival and the subjects. had the entire time at the Festival to 

complete this information. (See Appendix H) 

Mahoney's PSIS-5 arrived three months after the Festival, so it 

was mailed to each of the subjects to be filled out and returned as 

quickly as possible. 

Nonelite Group 

The non elite group had the entire battery of tests given at one time 

at one location. The investigator read the instructions for both the 

CFIT tests as written in the }?ooklet, and administered all other tests. 

The session began with a brief introduction, after which the subjects 
I 

read and signed a waiver (See Appendix I). The order of the tests was: 

CFIT - Level 2, Form A, concentration grid, Vealey's TSCI, SSCI, and 

COl, Mahoney's PSIS-5, CFIT - Level 3, Form A, CSAI-2 and SCAT, 

and the Sport History Questionnaire. 

Nonathlete Group 

The nonathlete group, a high school physical education class 

composed of junior and senior girls, had part of the battery of tests 
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given during o�e class period and the remainder of the tests given in 

another class period. During the first day of class, after a brief 

introduction and signing of the waiver, the following tests were given: 

CFIT - Level 2, Form A, the concentration grid, V.ealey's TSCI and 

SSCI, Mahoney's PSIS-5, and CSAI-2 and SCAT. The inventories were 

completed on the basis of a hypothetical competitive situation (as if 

they were going to compete in physical education class that day). The 

Sport History Questionnaire was handed out as class ended so- that it 

could be· filled out and returned to the next class. (See Appendix J) 

On the day that the second part of the tests was to be 

administered, the entire school was closed for a weather emergency 

and then remained closed for an entire week. It was almost two weeks 

between tests. During the final meeting with the class, the following 

tests were given: Vealey's COI and the CFIT - Level 3, Forlll A. Most 

of the girls had forgotten their Sport History Questionnaire, so extra 

copies were handed out, completed, and collected. Scores for each of 
I 

the tests were hand-scored and recorded. Further analysis was done 

by computer. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Means and standard deviations were computed from raw scores 

for each of the cbgnitive measures (See Appendix K). The statistical 

method included a series of multiple analyses ofvariance (MANOVAS) 

calculated for each of the cognitive categories.  These categories 

included abstract visual reasoning, concentration, sport-confidence, 

psychological skills relevant to exceptional performance, and 

competitive anxiety. 

The Culture Fair Intelligence Test (CFIT) was used to measure the 

four components of abstract visual reasoning: the order of information 

(Subtest 1), the classification of information (Subtest 2)., the patterns of 

information (Subtest 3), and the conditions of information (Subtest 4). 

A concentration grid exercise was used to measure concentration. 

Vealey's Trait Sport-Confidence Inventory CVTSCI), VealeY,'s State 

Sport-Confidence Inventory CVSSCI), and Vealey's Competitive 

Orientation Inventory (VCOI) were used to measure sport-confidence . 
. 

Mahoney's Psychological Skills Inventory (PSIS-5) was used to 

measure six themes of psychological skills relevant to exceptional 

performance: anxiety (MAHAX), concentration CMAHCC), confidence 

(MAHCF), mental preparation (MAHMP),  motivation (MAHMV) and 

team motivation CMAHTM). The Competitive State Anxiety 

Inventory - 2 (with the cognitive subtest, somatic subtest, and self-
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confidence subtest) and Sport Competitive Anxiety Test (SCAT) were 

used to measure competitive anxiety. 

To determine if there were any subtests witliln an cognitive 

category that helped differentiate leveis,  a oneway analysis of variance 

(ANOV A) was done on each dependent .measure. The Scheffe 

procedure was used for post hoc analysis at the . lO·level of significance. 

The .05 level of significance was established for all other statistical 

analyses. In an effort to determine which parts of all the tests would 

account for membership in a particular group, a stepwise multiple 

regression technique was used. 

Since comparisons between the top half of the elite group and 

bottom half of the nonelite group might provide additional insight into 

differences within the two field hockey groups,  all analyses were 

repeated in a two group (high elite I low nonelite) design. This 

included the MANOV AS, ANOV AS, and stepwise multiple regression 

technique. Any significant result, whether multivariate or, univariate, 

is presented. 

-

Three Group Analyses 

(Elite I Nonelite I Nonathlete) 

Abstract Visual Reasoning: There were no significant multivariate 

main effects for any of the CFIT - Level 2, Form A sub tests 

(F [8,64] = 1.9003, p<.075). However, post hoc univariate ANOVAs on 
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each CFIT - Level 2, Form A subtest were computed and results 

indicated: 

-the elite group (M = 10.857) displayed significantly higher CFIT -

Level 2, Form A 

-Subtest 1 (serial information) , F (2,35) = 4.6161, p<.017 than did 

the nonathlete group (M = 9.000) [See Table 1] 

Since the CFIT - Level 3, Form A had been given to all groups in 

case further differentiation was needed, a multivariate analysis of 

variance MANOV A was performed for each of the sub tests. There 

were no significant main effects for any of the CFIT-Level 3, Form A 

subtests, nor were there any significant univariate analysis of variance 

(F [8,60] = 2.0 130, p<.060). 

Concentration: A oneway analysis of variance ANOV A on the 

concentration grid scores was computed and no significant main effects 

were found (F [2,35] = 1.5860, p<.2191). 

Sport-Confidence: A significant multivariate main effect for sport

confidence was obtained, F (6,60) = 5·.6701, p.<.OOO. Post hoc 

univariate ANOVAs for each of the Vealey sport-confidence 

instruments were computed. The results indicated: 

-the elite group (M = 86,962) displayed significantly higher VSSCI, 

F (2,33) = 101.5146, p<.003 than the nonathlete group (M = 58.333) 
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Table 1 

Abstract Visual Reasoning (Three Groups) 

Univariate F-test (df - 2.35) 

Variable Hypothesis Error 

Mean Square Mean Square 

CFIT - 1 9..63409 2.08707 

(order) 

CFIT - 2 5.89453 3.23084 

'(classif.) 

CFIT - 3 4.29929 1.50771 

(patterns) 

CFIT - 4 4.08634 3.27401 

(conditions) 
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F test Sig. 

4.61607 .017 

1.82446 . 176 

2.85 154 .071 

i.248 11 .300 



-the nonelite group (M = 88.000) displayed significantly higher 

VSSCf, F (�33) = 10.5146, p<.003 than the i:wnathlete group 

(M = 58.333) · 

-the elite group (M = 88.000) displayed significantly higher VTSCI, 

F (2,35) = 5.7092, p<.0071 than the nonathlete group (M = 58.333) 

[See Table 2] 

Psychological Skills for Exceptional Athletic Performar:ce: A 

significant multivariate main effect for psychological skills was 

obtained, F (12,56) = 5.42095, p<.OOO. Post hoc univariate ANOVAs for 

each of the Mahoney Psychological skills themes were computed. The 

results indicated: 

-the elite group (M = 18.000) displayed significantly higher 

MAHMV (Mahoney Motivation theme) , F (2,34 = 13. 1393, P<.000 1 

than the nonathlete group (M = 9,44) 

-the elite group (M = 9,2143) displayed significantly higher 
I 

MAHMP (Mahoney mental preparation theme), F (2,35) = 7.5855, 

p<.00 18 than the nonathlete group (M = 12.444) 

-the nonelite group (M = 10.6000)' displayed significantly higher 

MAHMP, F (2,35) = 7.5855, p<.00 18 than the nonathlete group 

(M = 12.444) 

-the elite group (M = 19.4667) displayed significantly higher 

MAHTM (Mahoney team motivation theme), F (2,35) = 10.7784, 

p<.002 than the nonathlete group (M = 15.444) 
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Table 2 

Sport-Confidence (Three Groups) 

Univariate F-test (df = 2.32) 

Variable Hypothesis Error 

Mean Square Mean Square 

VTSCI 

VSSCI 

VCOI 

1574.82282 

2843.50604 

5 10 .46374 

280.22560 

278. 14784 

628.89423 
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F test 

5.61984 

10 .22300 

.81168 

Sig. 

.008 

.000 

.453 



-the nonelite group (M = 19.4667) displayed significantly higher 

MAHTM, F (2,35) = 10.7784, p<.0002 th.an the nonathlete group 

(M = 15.444) [See Table 3] 

Competitive Anxiety: A significant multivariate main effect for 

competitive anxiety was obtained, F (8,64) = 2.2653, p<.034.  Post hoc 

univariate ANOVAs for each of the CSAI-2 subscales and SCAT were 

computed. The results indicated 

-the elite group (M = 24. 7 143) displayed significantly higher CSAI-

2Cl (cognitive·subscale), F (2,35) = 4.051, p<.0262 than the 

nonathlete group (M = 18.000) [See Table 4] 

Multiple Remssion Analysis; A stepwise multiple regression 

technique using all tests given found that three items CMAHMV, 

MAHMP, MAHTM) accounted for 67% of the behavioral variance 

(R square :: .67496) [See Table 5] 

Two Group Analyses 

(High Elite I Low Nonelite) 

Abstract Visual Reasonin�: There were no significant multivariate 

main effects for any of the CFIT - Level 2, Form A subtests and no 

significant univariate analyses of variance (F [4,9] = 1. 1266, p<.403). 
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Table 3 

Psycholoftical Skills Relevant to Exceptional 
Perfonnance (Three Groups) 

Univariate F-test (df = 2.32) 

Variable Hypothesis Error 

Mean Square Mean Square 

MAHAX 221.67094 27.86843 

(anxiety) 

MAHCC 163.26358 11.40743 

(concent.) 

MAHCF 128. 14286 42.71861 

(confid.) 

MAHMP 28.77015 3.98026 

(ment. prep.) 

MAHMV 20 1.52885 15.45 196 

(motivat. ) 

MAHTM 87.52610 7.87636 

(team mot.) 
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F test Sig. 

7.95420 .002 

14.31204 .000 

2.99970 .064 

7 .2282'1 .002 

13.04229 .000 

11 . 11250 .000 



Table 4 

Competitive Anxiety {Three Groups) 

Univariate F-test fdf - 2.35) 

Variable Hypothesis Error 

Mean Square Mean Square 

CSAI2C 1  124·.05213 30.62259 

(cognit.) 

CSAI2S1 3.28571 34.08367 

(somatic) 

CSAI2SC1 3 1.69478 32.74526 

(self conf.) 

SCAT 11.54804 25.70703 
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F test Sig. 

4.05100 .026 

.09640 .908 

.96792 .390 

.44922 . 642 



Table 5 

Stepwjse Multiple· Re�ession <Tbree Gro®s) 

SW2 l  SYm �  SW2 a  
Variables: MAHMV MAHMP :MAHTM 

Multiple R: .65579 . 77528 . 82156 

R Square: .43005 .60 106 .67496 

Adjusted R Square: .41167 .57447 .64133 

Standard Error: .62894 .53489 .49107 

df 1,31  2,30 3,29 
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Sport-Confidence: Although there were no significant multivariate 

main effects for sport-confidence measures (F [3,7] = 2.8203, p<. 117), 

when post hoc univariate ANOVAs were computed results indicated: 

-the high elite group (M = 91.250) displayed significantly higher 

VTSCI, F ( 1,12)  = 9.3981, p<.02 than the low nonelite group 

(M = 69, 167) [See Table 6] 

Psycholoiical Skills for Exceptional Perfonnance: A significant 

multivariate main effect for psychological skills was obtained, 

F (1 ,10)  = 14.7266, p<.005. Post hoc univariate ANOVAs for each of 

the Mahoney psychological skills themes were computed. The results 

indicated: 

-the high elite group (M = 20.50) displayed significantly higher 

MAHMV (Mahoney motivation theme, F (1 ,11) = 85.7287, p<.OOO 

than the low nonelite group (M = 18.333) [See Table 7] 

Competitive Anxiety: There were no significant multivariate main 
I 

effects for any of the competitive anxiety subtests and no significant 

univariate analyses ofvariance (F [4,9] = . 1653, p<.951). 

Multiple Re�ession Technique: A stepwise multiple regression 

technique found that four items (MAHMV, VTSCI, VSSCI, and CFIT -

Level 2, Form A, Subtest 1) accounted for 99% of the behavioral 

variance (R square = .99918). This finding seems to be unusually high. 

[See Table 8] 
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Table 6 

Sport-Confidence CHiw Elite/Low Nonelite) 

Univariate F-test (df - 1.9) 

Variable 

VTSCI 

VSSCI 

VCOI 

Hypothesis Error 

Mean Square Mean Square 

1330.01894 

92.80303 

1700.00303 

1.66.87037 

186.75926 

614.40370 
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F test 

7.97037 

.49691 

2.76692 

Sig. 

.020 

.499 

. 131  



Table 7 

Psycbolo�cal Skills Relevant to Exceptional 

Perfonnance <Hiih Elite/Low Nonelite) 

Univariate F-Test (df = 1.10) 

Variable Hypothesis Error 

Mean Square Mean Square 

MAHAX . 33333 44.33333 

(anxiety) 

MAHCC 4.08333 1 1 .08333 

(concent. ) 

MAHCF 96.33333 3 1 .43333 

(confid.) 

MAHMP . 33333 3.33333 

(ment.prep.) 

MAHMV 243.00000 3 .36667 
. 

(motivat.) 

MAHTM 14.08333 7 .28333 

(team mot.) 
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F test Sig. 

. 00752 . 933 

.36842 .557 

3.06469 . 1 11 

.00000 . 758 

72. 17822 . 000 

1 .93364 . 195 



Table 8 

Stepwise Multiple Re�ession (Hi� Elite I LoW N onelity} 

SWl l  � 2  Strul .a  � 1  
Variables: MAHMV VTSCI VSSCI CFIT - 1  

Multiple R: .92892 .96760 .99294 .9Q959 

R Square: .86289 .93625 .98592 .99918 

Adjusted R Square: .84330 .91500 .97748 .99837 

Standard Error: .20863 . 15366 .07910 .02130 

df 1,7 2,6 3,5 4,4 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The results of this investigation indicate'd that there are cognitive 

differences among, and between, the three levels of high school age 

elite field hockey players, nonelite field hockey players, and physical 

education class nonathletes. Even though the three groups were intact 

groups that had been selected for the investigation on the basis of their 

level of play, there were significant differences among, and between, 

the groups on how they thought and what they thought. Since most 

studies about the elite and nonelite in sport have dealt with the 

Olympic, pre-Olympic, or collegiate level, this investigation revealed 

that there are cognitive differences already significant at an earlier 

stage. 

The battery of tests covered a wide range of cognitive s,kills. Some 

of the instruments were general while some of the instruments were 

more sport-specific. For each, the investigator hypothesized a 

progression through each level where the elite group would score 

higher than the nonelite group and the nonelite group would, in tum, 

score higher than the nonathlete group. This was not always the case. 

Most of the time, the differences were between the elite group and 

noriathlete group, and often the nonelite group had a similar 

advantage over the nonathlete group. This would initially indicate an 
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athlete-nonathlete dichotomy. Comparison of scores between the high 

elite group and low nonelite group provided additional insight into 

areas where the cognitive advantage between athletes might begin to 

take place. 

Abstract Visual Reasonin�: Originally, the investigator had 

hypothesized that the elite group had a greater ability to reason in an 

abstract visual way than either the nonelite group or the nonathlete 

group, and that part of its better "game sense" came from an ability to 

"see" patterns and relationships at a higher level as the game unfolded. 

There was some difficulty finding an instrument to test for abstract 

visual reasoning of the high school age student, but eventually the 

Culture Fair Intelligence Test (CFIT or Cattell's Test of "g'') seemed 

particularly appropriate because it had levels for different ages and 

further, it was subdivided into four components of abstract visual 

reasoning. · Since the four components corresponded with the generally 

accepted differences between experts and novices and what they do 
I 

with information, the investigator anticipated part of the elites' 

advantage would be confirmed with those differences in how they 

thought. 

At Level 2 (for'high school age), only Subtest 1 (order of 

information) came through with any significance, and then it was only 

between the elite and nonathlete groups. This indicates that the elite 

group is able to handle the temporal order of information better than 

the nonathlete group. When Level 3 (for adults or for further 
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differentiation) was given, none of the Sub tests showed statistical 

significance. When the high elite/low p.onelite c·omparisons, were 

completed, Subtest 1 (order of information) again came through as 

significant as part of the multiple regression analysis.  Although this 

was a general intelligence test, the timing component reappearing at 

the different levels suggests that it is an area to be stressed. In sport, 

it could occur at various times: when learning the sport skill, when 

performing the sport skill, or when using the sport skill within the 

context oF the game. 

Although Subtest 4 (conditions) did not come through significantly, 

the visual "if . . .  then" component might better work if tied in with the 

sequencing component and be thought of as the order in which tq� 

game "shows" itself. While the visual cues may prqvide declarative 

knowledge, the sequencing of conditions 111ay be more important as 

knowledge is transformed into procedural knowledge (and eventually 

automized with experience). 

The fact that non� of the other sub tests on this general intelligence 

test wer� significant may point to just how sport-specific an advantage 

might be. 

Qoncentration: Concentration is often noted as an area of advantage 

for the elite. However, results ofboth the concentration grid exercise 

and con�entration theme of the Mahoney PSIS-5 were not significant. 

The lack of significance may come from the choice of instruments or 

the nature of the instruments. 
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The concentration grid exercise was a single task exercise, and for 

the elite in an open-skill sport such as field hockey the greater 

advantage may come from being able to handle more than one task at a 

time and by being able to distinguish which task receives top priority. 

Theories of information-processing ability stress individual differences 

in the areas of memory, perception, and attentional resources 

(Lohman, 1989). A multi-task, multi-strategy activity such as field 

hockey would call for the ability to shift attention appropriately and 

quickly. The question remains why concentration, the ability to 

sustain attention over time, was not coming through as being partly 

responsible for the elite's usual consistency over time. 

Mahoney's PSIS-5 is a self-report inventory. Although it is sport

specific, questions about concentration are quite general .. At the high 

school age, the subjects may have had some difficulty defining the finer 

points of this ability. 

Sport-confidence: The results of this investigation confirmed Vealey's 
I 

idea of confidence specific to sport. In contrast to Mahoney's PSIS-5 

instrument with very general questions about concentration, Vealey's 

SSCI and TSCI are very specific as sport confidence is broken down 

into thirteen different components with an accompanying question 

about each. When done this way, both the elite and nonelite groups 

were significantly diffe;rent from the nonathlete group on state sport

confidence and the elite group was significantly different from the 

nonathlete group on, t:r:ait sport-confidence. 
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The one aspect of tpe original Vealey model which was expected to 

be significant but was not was that the elite group would be more 

performance-oriented than outcome-oriented than either the nonelite 

group or the nonathlete -group. The results of this investigation 

confirmed Vealey's more recent study ( 1988) where she found age and 

gender differences on the Competitive Orientation Inventory (COI). 

This may be partly because the subjects were coming from a 

background where winning is emphasized or where winning is the 

norm. 

Forthe SSCI and TSCI instruments, the subjects were instructed 

to compare themselves to the most successful athlete they knew (to 

prevent the ceiling effect). Thomas, French, and Humphries ( 1986) 

had called for studies which included questionnaire or interview to 

gain insight into the process of becoming skilled in sport. As part of 

this investigation, the elite athletes were queried at a later date about 

whom they compared themselves to for the purpose of the Vealey 
I 

inventories. The replies provided a closer view into where subjects 

look for comparison. In most cases, the subjects compared themselves 

to another female. Many times it wa·s another female in the same 

sport. If a peer, it included fellow teammates or opponents within the 

same high school league. If someone older, it often included staff 

members at a field hockey camp which the subject attended, and 

particularly the perso.n who specialized in the position the subject 

played. It would appear that role models are sport-specific as well. 
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·Also, as pa� of this investigation, subjects included their own high 

school field hockey team's record for the past year on the Sport History 

Questionnaire. The fourteen members of the elite group had a 

combined win-loss-tie record of 176-5 1-24 and only two players came 

from a program·with a losing record. This may help confirm Heyman's 

( 1982) observation that a very important relationship exists between 

the. history and selection of the athlete and their later performance. 

Other Psycholo�cal Skills for Exceptional Performance: Two of the six 

themes of Mahoney's PSIS-5 which have been specifically cited as 

areas of advantage for the elite are concentration and self-confidence. 

The results of, this investigation did not replicate those findings, but 

revealed three other themes as being significant. Both the elite group 

and the nonelite group differed significantly from the nonatblete group 

on themes of motivation, mental preparation, and -team motivation. A 

multiple regression analysis on the entire battery of tests showed 

motivation accounting for .67 of the difference. 

In reviewing the PSIS-5 and the statements which comprise these 

themes, the investigator noted that most were general statements that 
. 

dealt with interpersonal relationships among the subject, fellow 

teammates, the coach, and the sport. Replies on the Sport History 

Questionnaiz:e showed that all subjects from all groups had had early 

experiences with sport. One of the first noticeable differences among 

the groups was that subjects from the nonathlete group had but brief 

early experiences with sport, while many from the elite and nonelite 
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groups were still involved with the original activity as well as other 

sports. Reasons given by subjects in the nonathlete group for not 

continuing participation included those with social dimensions (did not 

feel comfortable with the other people, did not feel part of the group) 

and those with a satisfaction factor (did not like the sport, found the 

sport too boring, found the sport took up too much time).  The results of 

this investigation pointed to emotional as well as non-emotional factors 

influencing the development of competence. 

This "early nurturing" was one of the common factors Bloom ( 1986) 

found among his study of 120 experts and their path to the top in their 

field. Not only did family and friends expose them to the activity, but 

the "first" teacher was enthusiastic, full of praise, and able to keep the 

activity fun. It was only after the child felt comfortable in the activity 

that they entered the next stage where precision and accuracy were 

emphasized. 

Sport Anxiety: Results of the CSAI-2 showed that the elite group had 

significantly more cognitive anxiety than the nonelite group or 
. 

nonathlete group. This runs counter to the notion that the more 

skilled performer has less cognitive and somatic A-state and greater 

self-confidence before competition than the less skilled performer. 

What may account for this discrepancy during this particular 

investigation was the timing of the administration of the test. 
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The elite group was asked to complete the CSAI-2 thirty minutes 

before its first-ever appearance in the N ational
.
High School Field 

Hockey Festival. Moreover, its uncertainty equid have been 

compounded by the fact that the group had not played together as a 

team since its final game at the Empire State Games the first w�ek in 

August of that year (it was now late November). 

Meanwhile, the nonelite group had the test administered four 

months after its final contest and were instructed to think back on its 

last competition (a 0- l loss  in Sectionals). The nonathlete group was 

told to imagine how they would feel if they were to play in physical 

education class that day (a hypothetical situation). It would seem the 

elite group had a much more immediate cause for anxiety. 

In�restii).gly, many meq1bers of the elite group reacted specifically to 

this particular test. They commented how they really hadn't thought 

that much about how anxious they were or could be until they took the 

test and saw statements in writing. 

Hi�h Elite/Low N onelite Comparison: The investigator had 

anticipated greater differences between the elite and nonelite groups. 

Rankings within each of the two groups allowed for comparisons 

between the top half of the elite group and the lower half of the 

nonelite group. 

The only area where the high elite group differed significantly from 

the low nonelite group was Mahoney's PSIS-5 motivation theme. The 

most surprising result of the whole investigation came with a multiple 
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regression analysis of the entire battery of tests and. the results 

between the high elite group and low nonelite gi-oup. Four items came 

through to account for 99% of the difference: Mahoney's motivation 

theme, Vealey's state sport-confidence, Vealey's trait sport-confidence, 

and the Culture Fair Intelligence Test - Level 2, Form A, Subtest 1 

(order of information). ·It seemed particularly significant that four 

cognitive items came through so strongly in an investigation whose 

groups were selected by differences in skill level. 

Complex. Interactive Nature of Co�itive Factors: The results of this 

investigation seemed to confirm many of the points that Lohman 

( 1989) made in his suggestions for future directions in his review of 

literature on human intelligence. First, he called for the inclusion of 

affect and volition, in addition to cognition, in a theory of intelligence. 

The elites' feelings of confidence in sport would confirm the influence of 

affect, the ·elites' choice to take an interest in sport and give it a place 

of importance would confirm the influence of volition, and the elites' 
I 

use of sequencing information would confirm the influence of cognition. 

Next, Lohman cited the shift of achievement, particularly the 

acquisition, organization, and use of knowledge in a particular domain. 

Recent research (Anshel, 1990; Franks & Goodman, 1986; Franks, 

Wilson & Goodman, 1987; Overdorf, 1990) has stressed the importance 

of timing in skilled performance and knowing the key factors of 

performance (including time-data pairing) that have critical influence 

on the results. 
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Finally, Lohman noted the· renewed emphasis on the contextual 

foundation of the concept of "intelligence" in:. the culture and life history 

of the participant.· The replies of the Sport .FUstory Questionnaire 

showed the influence of spo:r:t-specific role mqdels, team record history, 

early participation cp.mfo:t:"t and satisfaction, and interpersonal 

relationships. All of this points to a complex, interactive relationship 

among a wide range of mental component of skilled performance. 

Implications 

Physical educators and coaches are in a position to impact the 

acquisition of skilled performance. The results of this investigation 

include a number of implications. 

1 .  The importance of the mental aspects of ,performance should be 

acknowledged. 

2. The mental aspects of skilled performance should be included 

when presenting, practicing, performing, and evaluating skills. 
I 

3. Early influences can have long-term effects on what is thoqght 

about sport and how a person feels about sport. 

4. Early exposure to sport shouid provide many opportunities for 

success and fun. 

5. Interpersonal skills are critical as teacher/coach nurtures the 

growth of talent and desire. 

6. It is the responsibility of the teacher/coach to "know" a specific 

sport thoroughly. This includes its hierarchy of skills ,  
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progre�sion of skills, developmentally appropriate tasks, 

common vocabulary, models to provide scaffolding of new 

knowledge· to previous knowledge, "schema" to account for 

conditions and constraints of knowledge, sport-specific 

strategies, cues, and rehearsal to help view, store, and retrieve 

information. 

7. Information should. be presented so participants share the 

reasons why something is done a particular way. 

8. It is the responsibility of the teacher/coach to help participants 

gain a sense of "ownership" of a specific sport. This includes 

matching: sport to person,. position within sport to person, 

task demands to task performances, and social demands. It 

also means providing opportunities: to practice, to compete, to 

lead and follow, to experiment, to reflect, to be successful, and 

to have fun. 

9. It is the responsibility of the teacher/coach to help participants 

learn to observe a skill so they know what needs to occur, at 

what time, to add to the quality of the skill . 
. 

10. The influence of interpersonal relationships should not be 

underestimated and positive experiences should be encouraged 

to increase the likelihood of sustained interest. 

1 1 .  Rank-ordering of participant's various mental skills by 

participant and teacher/coach helps both reach agreement on 

mutual goals. Concrete, practical suggestions by the 
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I 

teacher/coach are perceived by participants as being most 

helpful (Orlick & Partinton, 1987). 

12. It is important to .expose participants to sport-specific role 

models, to expose participants. to a higher level of play, and to 

provide opportunities at sport-specific camps/clinics. 

13. Participants should be encouraged to have a vested interest in 

the sport and to help pass on the heritage of the sport. 
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Ezerclae 82 
E?aluating Your Concentration 

Exerct.ws 1 s 1 

Dtrecttons: Ask a friend to time you for one minute. During that time period. beginning 
with number 00, put a slash through as many consecutive numbers as possible. 

&C 27 51 78 59 52 1 3  85 61 55 

28 60 92 04 97 90 31 57 29 33 

32 96 65 39 80 77 49 86 1 8 70 

16 87 71 95 98 81 01 46 88 00 

48 82 89 47 35 1 7  1 0  42 62 34 

44 67 93 1 1  07 43 72 94 69 56 

53 79 05 22 54 74 58 1 4 91 02 I 

06 68 99 75 26 1 5  41 · 66 20 40 

50 09 64 08 38 30 · 36 45 83 24 

03 73 21 23 1 6 37 25 1 9 1 2  63 
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Trail Sport-Confldenca Inventory 

Think aDouC haw Mff-confidenl you are when you compete an span. 
Answer the qUfttions bfilw based on how confident you generally fHI when you comOflte 

in your SC)Ort. CQmQare your self<onfidence to tne most �lf-cont�nr �thlete you know. 

Please answer as you re11lly feel , not how you would like to IHI. Your a�s.wers wtll De kept 

completely contidenlial. 

When you cgmpece. how conlid,ent do you generally teen (c1rcle numoer) 

1 .  Compare your confidence in your mility 
to u«ut• fhe skills n�ry to oe 
Sut:Qa/ul to the most confident atntete Low Medium Hign 
you know. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2. Compare your confidence in your ab•lity 

to mak• critiQI d«isions during com-
�tition to the most confident athlete Low Med1um High 
you know. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

3. Compare yQU£ confidence in your ability 
ro �rlorm under pressure to the most Low Meaaum Hagn 
confident atniOte you know. 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 

�- Com�re your confidence in your aoility 
to ex«Utl SUCCIIS$IUI strategy to tne Low Meaaum Hign 
most confidtnl athlete you know. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

5. Compare your confidence tn your ao1ilty 
to c::mc•ntrat• well enough to be sue· 
CIIS$Iul to the most confident athlete Low Me-Jaum Hagh 

· I  I 
you know. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I � 

6. Compare your confidence in your ao•lity 11 ro •dllX to different game S1tuat1ons 
•nd still 0. succsssful to tne most con- Low Meoaum Hign 

Iiden& athlete you know. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

7.  Compare your �onlidenca in your abtltly 
to �ctu•v• your com,.tittve goals to the Low Meaaum H1gn 

most c:onfiden.c athlete you know. 2 :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

8. Compare your confidence in your aoility 
to � successful to the most confident Low Mecaum Hagn 

athlele you know. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

9. Compare your c:cnfldenc:e an your abtllty 
to <:OtWistently t>e �ul to tne Low Medaum H agn 

mOll c:cntidtnt a&Nete you lu1ow. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

t O. � your eonfldenca in your ability 

to Utint and respond succt�sslully duflng :J 
�ition to tnt most confident alh- Low Meaaum H•gn i,l 

r �,. you knOW. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 
II 

1 1 .  Compare your confidence in your ability t' l  ro mHf rhe ch�lenge ol compettt1on to Low Med1um Hign I, j the most confiCHnt athlete you know. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2. Compare your con lidenc• an your aOt/lty 
to C• succ•ssful •ven wh•n tile Odds 

�· 
a"' aqamst yoCJ to tne most conlident Low Medium Hign � 

atntete you know. 1 2 3 " 5 6 7 a 9 ' 1  
1 3. Compare your confidtncl in your ab•lity 

:o l)ounc• ll«Jr from ';;ertormmg poorty 
inQ l:Je SUCUSSIUI 10 IM mosl cantiGenl L.ow Mldium Hagn 
�'"'«te vou know. · 4�- 2 3 4 5 6 7 a g. 
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Competitive Orientation Inventory 

When you compete in sport. you focus on two �ajor goals. These goals are: 

1 .  To perform well 
2. To win 

Think abOut how satisfied you are when you perform well and lose. 
Think aoout how satisfied you are when you perform poorly and win. 

Below is a matrix containing 1 6  bOxes. Each box represents a situation in which you either 
win or lose anc either perform well or poorly. 

Write a number from 0 to 10 in each bOx below 
(see the example box on the right). 

Select your numbers for each box based on the scale below: 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
very dissatisfied 

in this situation 

.---· 

8 

3 

9 

6 

9 

6 10 2 
' 

i .. 8 

5 0 7 
� 

2 7 1 

10  
very satisfied 

in this situation 

· There are no right or wrong answers-we are interested tn how you feel. 

easy close close big (easy win for 
win win toss loss opponent) 

very very 

good good 
performance performance 

abOve above 

.,.,. average 

performance performance 

below below 
average average 

performance performance 

very very 

poor poor 
performance performance 

easy cloM ctose big (easy win for 
win win losl loti oPPonent) 

_,,. 

: �  

' I  

p 
:,ll �i 
I! 
I• 
' 

I I. 

. .  

I '  
I• 
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Table 25 
Sport Competition Anxiety Test for Children 

ILLINOIS COMPETITION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Form C 

Directions: We want to know how you feel about competition. You know what competition is. 
We all compete. We try to do better than our brother or sister or friend at somethine. We try to 
score more pomts in a came. We try to get the best erade in clasa or win a prize that we want. We 
all compete in sports and eames. Below are some sentences about how boys and eirls feel when 
they compete in sports and eames. Read each s�.<�tement below and decide i! you HARDLY· 
EVER. or SOMETIMES. or OFTEN feel this wa�· when you compete in sports and eames. Mark 
A if your choice is HARDL Y·EVER. mark 8 if you choose SOMETIMES. and mark C if you 
choose OFTEN. There are no richt or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on any one 
statement. Remember ctioose the word which dtiscribes how you usually feel when competinc in 
sports and games. 

Hardly-Ever Sometimes Often 

1. Competing aeainst others is fun .  A Cl  B C!  c ::;  
2. Before I compE'te I feel u neasy. A O  B C  C ::!  
3.  �: .re I comprtr I worry about 

not performing well. A ::!  a �  c ::::: 
4. I am a good sportsman when I 

compete. A ::  a ::  c ::  
5 .  When I compete I worry about 

making mistakes. A ::  R C}  c ::  
6.  Before I compete I am calm. A ::J  a ::  c r.:;  
i.  Setting a goal is important when 

A :::: a ::  c ::  competing. 

8. Befort!' I competE' I get a funny 
A ::  B C  feeling in my stomach c ::  

9. Just brfore compPting I noticr my 
A C:  heart beats fa.�ter than usual . a ::  c ::  

1 0 .  I l i  kr rough games. A ::: a ::!  C :J  

1 1 .  Befort> I compt>tl' I fl'l'l rrlaxrd. A C:  B O  c ::;  
1 2. BE'forE' I compete I am nervous. A :::: a ::: C ::!  

13.  Team sports are more exciting than 
A C'  B !::J C CJ  individual sports. 

1 4 .  I get nervous wanting to stan thE' 
game. A Cl  B :J  c c  

1 5. Before I compete I 
up tight. 

usually get 
A Cl  B C  C !J  

- 1c-

! I 
I 
i 

· I I 

'' I � ·  
1 
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Think about how confid ent yuu t'ee l ri!ht nov about perl'orain8 successfu l ly l.n the 
upcoa� coapetitiun. 

Answer tiM �uestions be Luw based on hov confident you t'ee L rlf5ht nov about coapet � 
1n tiM upcoai.NII contnt. Collp&re your ... lf-contidence to the acat se l!-eonf1.dent 
ath lete you know. 

PLease anawer as you rea l Ly !ee l .  not how you would Like to ree l. Yo':.lr answe � 
wi L L  be kept eoap lete ly eon!1dent1al. 

Ho w  confident a re  you r1.cht now about coapeti.NII in the upcoa� contest'? ( c !.re le nu11ber) 
L.  Coapare the confidence you fee l r�ht 

now 1n your abi lity to execute the ski lls 
nepesaary to be successfuL to the acat 
confident athlete you know. 

2. Coapare the con! idence you fee L right 
now l.n your abi lity to aake critica l 
d ec isions dur�� coapetition to the 
.,.t confident ath lete you know. 

) .  coapare the confidence you fee l right 
nov 1n your a bi Li ty to perl'om under 
pressure to the 110st confident athlete 
you know. 

4. Coapare the confidence you !ee L right 
nov 1n yuur abi lity to execute aucceaa!uL 
strat!!I to the acst confident ath lete 
you know. 

5 · Coapare the confidence you fee l  rl.!ht 
now 1n your abi lity to concentzate 
we l l  enoU«h to be success!u l t:o the 
aost confident ath lete you know. 

6 .  Coapare t be  con!1dence you fee l �ht 
now i n  your abi lity to adapt to d ifferent 
coapetitive s ituations a.nd sti l L be · 

successfu l to the aoat confident athlete 
you know. 

7 .  Co�:�pare the confidence you fee l  rig ht  
now 1n your abi lity to achieve �ur 
coa�tit1•e tn;L• to the acst c ideat 
athLete you ow. 

8 .  Coapare the confidence you fee l right 
now 1n your abi lity to be aucceaafuL to 
the aost confident ath lete you knov. 

9. Coapare the confidence you !ee l right 
nov in your abi litY to think &Dd respond 
aucc ... ful LY dur1J15 coapetit!on to the 
.aet contident athlete you �a�ov. 

LO. 

l L.  

Co��pare tiM cont1deace you fee L right 
nov in your abi lity to Met the ct. L le!!f5e 
of coapet1tion to the .est confident 
ath lete you know. 

Co�qare the confidence you fee L �ht 
nov in your ability to be succeaaful 
tased on your preparation for this 
••ent to the .aat confident athLete 
youknov. 

L2. Coapare the con!1deace you tea l �ht 
nov 1n your abiUty to perl'om 
consistent Ly enoush to be succeaatul 
to the .aet con!ideat athlete you kiiOv. 

L). Coapare the con!1deca you fee L ri&bt 
nov 1A your ability to bounce back 
froa porto1:111n! poorlY and be auccaaatuL 
to t.be 808t con!1deat ath lete JOU lmov. 

-'1 1 ·  

Low 
L 2 

Lov 

MediUJI 
3 4 5 6 

H�h 
7 8 9 

Ked iUJl Hi!h 
L 2 j 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Lov Ked iua H�h 
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Lov Ked iUJl H�h 
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Lov Ked iUJl H�h 
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Lov Ked iUJl Hi.gh 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Lov Kediua Hi.gh 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Lev 1 Med 1ua H�h 
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Low K� iua H�h 
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Low 
L 2 

Low 
L 2 

Mediua Hi4h 
) 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Med 1UJl H�h 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Low Ked iua H1.4h 
L 2 ) 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Low M�iua H�h 
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

j 



CSAI-2 

Sex: M F Date: :-Jame: 

otrecrton.s: A number of state���enta that athletes tiave used to describe their feelings 
before competitiOn are gsven below. Read. each statement and then ctrcle the appropnate 
number to the rt&ht of the statement to tndlc:ate how you feel f1&ht now-at thl.s moment. 
There are no rtght or wronc answers. Do not spend too much time on any one state· 
ment. but chooee the answer which describes your feeltnp right now. 

Sot Mocierately Very much 
at all Somewhat so so 

1 .  l am concerned about 2 3 4 
thl.s compeuuon. 

2. I feel nervous. 2 3 4 
3. l feel at eue. 2 3 4 
4. l have sel!-ctoubts. 2 3 4 
5. l feel jltmy. 2 3 4 

I 6. l feel comfortable. 2 3 4 
I 7. I am concemetl l may 2 3 4 
I not do as well tn thiS 

competition aa l could. 

I 8.  My body feelS tense. 

I 9. I feel sel!-confident. 2 3 4 

I 10. l am concerned about 2 3 4 

I 
loatng. 

1 1 . I feel tense In my 2 3 4 
I stomach. 

I 12. I feel teeure. 2 3 4 

I 13. l am concernetl about 2 3 4 
loe!DC· 

I 14. My body feels relaxed. 2 3 4 
I 15.  I 'm cor.fident I can 2 3 4 

I meet • challenge. 

16. rm ct · ··�ernetl about 2 3 4 
I performing poorly. 

I 17. My heart IS ractng. 2 3 4 

I 18. I'm confident about 2 3 4 
penormtng well. 

I 
I 19. rm worrted about 2 3 4 

reschlng my goal. 

I 20. l feel my stomach 2 3 � 
I s1nldnC· 
I 21.  l feel menta.lly relaxed. 2 3 4 

22. I'm concemed that 2 3 4 
I othera w1l1 be dilapo 
I pointed wtth my 

I performance. 
23. My haJ1cb are clammy. 2 3 4 I 24. rm confident beC:U-= 2 3 4 

I . l menta.lly picture my· 
sel! reaching my pl. I 25. I'm concemetl l won't 2 3 4 

I be able to concentrate. 

I 26. My body feels ttcbt. 2 3 4 
27. l"m confident of com· 2 3 4 I tng through under 

presaure. .. 

Cognitive score: __ 

Somatic score: __ 

Sel!-confidence score: 

-12: 
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5?0??1' !!!S':"'RY l(u&'ST!o:nlAn!i 

Ha-. ____________________________________ �n• Muablr ---------------------

----------------------------: �d •  �n Schoo L _________________ __ 

i!ow •ny .. al<lna have you p �yed f !.e ld �oe i<ey ?  

Se&sona p Layed a t  each leve L? V�r5 1�y -----�- .: • '( • _________ .�!od �! !.ed ___ __ 
.. 

-------- Csn1:e ::-_______ :.af� 

W1n 7!.a 

F1e � hoc Key eaa;a &t.t.end ed ?  (vne� ? v�en ? ; ---------------------------

tea• hono rsi accosp L!.:sil.Unt.a ? ------------------------------------

::.ave �::ere been arrr 3 �n1.!!.ea.-:'t oc:�:s!.ona :.::.a� !'lave ;�rosp�ad you �o :? Lay or 
·�d e rst..ar.d t!':e pM of !!.e � �!cay '::e tt.a '::'? ( :;::a:: !.:� �= .;a.:e . :_:.a � !.:-.: i..'lr d :!. � L .  
::.a� !..::'.J t.a:' eo.Mea't . ;a�!c�J.a: �aa.aa-:.3 . ;:a� �::·.: u. =  =�r:e :-: -: , ;.a :-: !..:-..: La :  ;!"!�se , 
;:.a:-:.!.:-.: 1.1:- : ec .:..a:.cn. e'1:.: . ) ;:!.ef �7 : ese :::-::::s . \ '.:::S e :s c ot  :: !t:eet. � :: .. ded . )  

:::0 you ; Lay on &l11 ot.her s�r:. taaa? _________ ---------------------

i�1c� ooea ,  &Cd for hov ..ny seasons? _____ ---------------------

iobi::n ai)Or:. ( s ) ,  and wnen ? 

"-, you at!. L L  !.n"fll l;nd ?  ---- !! aot , vnen d !.d  you st.:J p? -------

'ihy d 1d you S�j)? --------------------------------------

�r!..l.Aa't W l.ueoce !or �rt.1c!.pat!nol l.."l s-por:.? --------------------------

t!".u:TII1t W lueace !or ;art!c 1pat� !.n s-port.? --------------
-1�· 



!"'.a rch , l99 l 

J\S part o f  m.y c o ursewo rk flJr c omp let io n  o: a. :-::1!; t e !"S  :es>: ree � !"'. 

Phys ica l  .tiducat ion at t h e  State L:n i v e rs i<:.y :o l les>:e � ':.  3 :-o c �-;:u -::-: , - ' -

writ irur; a thesis .  � t t": e  f i na l s tar.d l.:10!; !3 a : <:. :-:-= :· .c :-: :--.:> e  :o e�:17.:.y ? :.e L -:  

�o c �ey :eaz�e y a �r t eam f in i�hed exac <:. ly :.� "" :  � ...; ' ,..., I t:" � &" . ,.. 
· - · · - - , - � - - . .  

n ine ) and the refore meet t h e  qC�& L if icat io r.s for t h :.s " t ud y ,  

�ch o f  you w i l l  ta ke a numbe r o f  pape!"7and - pe nc i l  tests t hat 

sho u ld invo lve approx ima t e ly 90 minut e s  of your t ime . You w i l l  not 

need to stud y  for any qf t hese tes t s . Resu lts of the tests w i l l  re ma in 

conf id ent 1a l and your scores w i l l  be ass i.J;ned a number so you rema in 

anonymous . Your part ic ipat ion in .t:his pro ject is vo lunta ry .  You 

w i l l  rec e ive no c o mp e nsat io n .  Out of t h is ori.J; ina l p; ro up , fourteen ( l4 ) · 

of you � i l l  ha ve your ent ire battery o f  tests rand o m ly se lect ed to 

represent t he p: roup . 

Thank you ,  

i...inda B .  Adams 

I have read t he above exp lanat ion of the stud y  I a m  abOut to ta ke 

part in and �ree with the cond it ions . S � ned 

re.te 

fi 

! I 

I I  
' 



Februa ry , l99 L 

�s part. of ar CU\l%'11ework !or comp Let ion of a :-!ast e �  De�ree in Phys i ca l  

Ed ucat ion at the State Unive rs ity Co l legf at Broc kpo rt ,  I ' m  �rit i� a thes is .  

�o r pa rt  of th 1a atudy , a cont ro L � roup is need ed tha t inc lud e s  h � h schoo l �un :o r 

o r  senior fema les w ho a re  no t me mbers of a schoo l  ath Let ic tean . 
-

You have 'been rand om Ly se lected to be part o f  th is co nt ro l  �roup . T� i s  w i l l  

invo Lve approx imate ly n inety ( 90 )  m inut es o f  your t ime to ta ke a numbe r of pape r-

a nd - penc i l  teats . You w i L L  not need to study for a ny of these tests . Resu lts of 

the teats w i L L  re ma in c onf id e nt ia L  a nd your s c o re s  w i L l  be ass �ned a number so 

you rema in anonymous . tour part ic ipat ion in this pro ject is vo lunta ry .  You w i l l  

receive no compensat ion . 

Thank you , 

L ind a B. Adams 

I have read the above exp lanat ion of the stud y  I am abo ut to ta ke part in and 

a�ree w ith the cond.it ions . 3 �ned 
--

--------------------------------------

tate 
--------

-15· 
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APPENDIX K 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

., 

Three group Analyses (Elite/Nonelite/Nonathlete) 

Variables: Ellie Nonelite Nonathlete 

CFIT 10.857 (M) 10 .333 (M) 9.000 (M) 
Subtest 1 .949 (SD) 1.234 (SD) 2.236 (SD) 
(Order) 14 . (n) 15 (n) 9 (n) 

CFIT 8.714 (M) 9.333 (M) 7.88� (M) 
Subtest 2 1 .637 (SD) 1 .718 (SD) 2. 147 (SD) 
(Classif. ) 14 (n) 15 (n) 9 (n) 

CFIT 10 .357 (M) 10.667 (M) 9.444 (M) 
Subtest 3 1 .008 (SD) 1.447 (SD) 1. 130 (SD) 
(Patterns) 14 (n) 15 (n) 9 (n) 

CFIT 5.714 (M) 6.467 (M) 5.333 (M) 
Subtest 4 1.858 CSD)  1.407 (SD) 2.29 1 (SD)  
(Conditions) 14 (n) 15 (n) 9 (n) 

VTSCI 87.712 (M) 76.308 (M) 63.444 (M) 
(trait 14.417 CSD) 15.649 (SD) 21 .019 (SD) 
sport-conf.) 13 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

VSSCI 86.962 (M) 88.000 (M) 58.333 (M) 
(state 14.505 CSD) 14.059 CSD) 22.372 (SD) 
sport-conf. )  13 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

VCOI 70.769 (M) 58.769 (M) 68.333 (M) 
(competit. 25.629 (M) 23.735 (SD) 26. 177 (SD) 
orient.) 13 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

- 76 -



PSIS-5 23.000 CM) 24.692 (M) 15.889 (M) 
MAXAX 5.023 (SD) 5.85 1 (SD) 4.755 CSD) 
(anxiety) 14 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

PSIS-5 16.643 (N) 14.538 (M) 9.000 (M) 
MAHCC 2.678 (SD) 3.886 (SD) 3.571 CSD) 
(concent.) 14 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

PSIS-5 22. 143 (M) 20 .000 (M) .15.333 (M) 
MAXCF 6.769 (SD) 7.461 (SD) 4.272 (SD) 
(self-conf.) 14 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

PSIS-5 18.000 (M) 14. 154 (M) 9.444 (M) 
MAHMV 3.573 CSD) 4.580 CSD) 3.395 (SD)  
(motiv. ) 14 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

PSIS-5 9 .214 (M) 10.692 (M) 12.444 (M) 
MAHMP 1.847 CSD) 2.016 CSD) 2. 186 CSD) 
(ment. prep.) 14 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

PSIS-5 21 .071 (M) 19.308 (M) 15.444 (M) 
MAHTM 1.900 (SD) 2.720 (SD) 3.94 1  CSD) 
(team motiv.) 14 (n) 13 (n) 9 (n) 

CSAI-2 24.714 CM) 21 .733 (M) 18.000 (M) 
comp. anx. 5 .823 (SD) 4.399 (SD) 6.708 CSD) 
(cognit.) 14 (n) 15 (n) 9 (n) 

CSAI-2 18.929 (M) 18.000 (M) 18.667 (M) 
comp. anx. 5 .255 (SD) 3.684 CSD) 8.972 (SD) 
(somatic) 14 (n) 15 (n) 9 (n) 

CSAI-2 22.071 (M) 22.400 (M) 19.222 (M) 
comp. anx. 3.626 (SD) . 5.565 (SD) 8.228 (SD) 
(self-conf.) 14 (n) 15 (n) 9 (n) 

SCAT 21 .286 (M) 19.667 (M) 21.222 (M) 
com pet. 4.565 (SD) 4.995 CSD) 5 .911 CSD) 
anx. 14 (n) 15 (n) 9 (n) 
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.. 

Two Group Analyses (High Elite/Low Nonelite) 

Variables Him �  LmY Nonelite 
CFIT 11 .167 (M) 10.125 (M) 

Subtest 1 .753 (SD) 1 .126 (SD) 
(order) 6 (n) 8 (n) 

CFIT 8.500 (M) 9.000 (M) 

j Subtest 2 1.643 (SD) 1.852 ·(SD) 
(classif.) 6 (n) 8 (n) 

I 
CFIT 10 .500 (M) 10.500 (M) ! 

Subtest 3 1.049 (SD) 1.069 (SD) , , 
(patterns) 6 (n) 8 (n) I 

CFIT 5.500 (M) 6.875 (M) 
Subtest 4 2.429 (SD) 1.1.26 (SD) 
(conditions) 6 (n) 8 (n) 

VTSCI 91.250 (M) 69.167 (M) 
(trait 1 1.478 (SD) 13.963 (SD) 
sport-conf.) 5 (n) 6 (n) 

VSSCI 87.000 (M) 81.167 (M) 
(state 12.98 1  (SD) 14.190 (SD) 
sport-conf.) 5 (n) 6 (n) 

VCOI 69.800 (M) 44.833, (M) 
(competit. 31.011 (SD) 18.346 (SD) 
orient.) 5 (n) 6 (n) 

PSIS-5 25.000 (M) . 
24.667 (M) 

MAHAX 5.441 (SD) 7.685 (SD) 
(anxiety) 6 (n) 6 (n) 

PSIS-5 16.000 (M) 14.833 (M) 
MAHCC 2. 191 (SD) 4. 167 (SD) 
(concent.) 6 (n) 6 (n) 
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PSIS-5 23.167 (M) 17.500 (M) 
MAHCF 5 .345 (SD) 5.857 (SD) 
(self-conf.) 6 (n) 6 (n) 

PSIS-5 20.167 (M) 11. 167 (M) 
MAHMV 1 .941 (SD) 1.722 (SD) 
(motiv. )  6 (n) 6 (n) 

PSIS-5 10.000 (M) 10.333 (M) 
MAH:MP 2.000 (SD) 1 .633 (SD) 
(ment. prep.) 6 (n) 6 (n) 

PSIS-5 20.500 (M) 18.333 (M) 
MAHTM 2.665 (SD) 2.733 (SD) 
(team motiv.) 6 (n) 6 (n) 

CSAI-2 23.000 (M) 22.750 (M) 
camp. anx. 5 .727 (SD) 3.845 (SD) 
(cognit.) 6 (n) 8 (n) 

CSAI-2 17.667 (M) 17.125 (M) 
camp. anx. 2.422 (SD) 2.588 CSD) 
(somatic) 6 (n) 8 (n) 

CSAI-2 20 .500 (M) 20.750 (M) 
camp. anx 2 .739 (SD) 2.964 (SD) 
(self-conf.) 6 (n) 8 (n) 

SCAT 21.500 (M) 19.750 I (M) 
com pet. 4.370 CSD) 3.240 (SD) 
anx. 6 (n) 8 (n) 
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( 1965 - 1967) 

Former member of Red Jackets Field Hockey Club 

Former member of Finger Lakes Field Hockey Association 

Selected to Mid-East Third Team - 1969 - 197 1 

Selected to Mid-East First Team - 1970 

Varsity field hockey coach at Eastridge H. S. 

Rochester, New York, 1970 - present 

Modified field hockey coach at Eastridge Junior H. S. ,  

Rochester, New York, 1987 - present 

Selector for Empire State Games Western Scholastic 

Field Hockey, 1978 - 1989 

Coach of Empire State Games Western Scholastic 

Field Hockey, 1988 - present 
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